Dev Team Storyboards

Version 1 – Overnight Successive Serverice

Shots of NY City

External view of our small team's office. Inside, we see three people at a table.

Three people working (Project Manager, Designer, and Developer). They're ready to
launch. PM looks off camera.

CEO is leaning in a nearby doorway. Gives the nod.

They hit the button. A symbol representing their application (a Delta?) flies off the
screen and floats over the computer (and out the window?).

The office goes dark. A map of the US is visible (perhaps zoomed in on Manhattan?).
The same symbol pops up once. Then twice.

Someone is at a PC is finishing an install screen. The Symbol is above their screen to
indicate adoption.

Someone is at a TV starting to enjoy the app. Symbol above their screen.

Someone's PDA emits a symbol in a busy public place (Grand Central)

The Designer girl (from the beginning) is in Grand Central Station, seeing adoption
grow. Multiple PDA's emit symbols.

Designer's phone shows the same map that is in the office. Adoptions are popping up
all over Manhattan. She is pleased. Sends SMS to PM.

Dance Club. (Symbols appear over people? Near the bar?)

PM sits at a table in Dance Club's balcony. He checks his phone.

He sweeps his hand over the phone's screen to switch over from the map to a
chart/graph gaging the deman verses server load. Server load is almost maxed out.

The PM is worried. Sends SMS to developer “Server load is astroNOM! Are we ok?”

Developer lays on a couch back in the office, playing an Xbox game. Large projected
map of the US is projected behind him. Phone is flashing.

Developer reaches back and cranks a holographic nob to increase server capacity. It is
easy. Symbols start appearing across the entire country.
(perhaps he sends a reply message? And the CEO's phone flashes while he's asleep?)

The sun rises over NY.
(Maybe show PM staggering out of club, Dev asleep on couch in same gaming pose,
Designer still waiting for Train in Grand Central?)

CEO is out jogging

CEO stops at a bench and checks his phone.

Global Map shows adoption everywhere.

CEO is super happy.

